ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Several business organizations are interacting their business activities through heterogeneous software applications. Many times they make interact within organization and some time with different organization. The software of different organizations may use different H/W resources and software platforms. The basic problem faced by industries is interoperability. The SOA service oriented architecture provides such solution. Software acts as a component or a service. These services are self describing, interoperable and loosely coupled. These services are hosted on different service registries. Any business activity may contain more than one sub activity and each activity may implemented by a one web service. To model the service interactions several standards are present like web service choreography and orchestration. Web service choreography defines common rules of interactions between several collaborating partners to perform a task. Collaborating partners may be web services or choreography. It consists of set of choreography, set of roles, relations between roles, activities to be performed, documents to be exchanged and reactions to the state of collaborating partners. Roles represent a subset of behaviour of web services. WS-CDL is an XML based language to describe web service choreography. This language is plate form and programming language independent. Web service choreography is used to model interaction between different organizations while orchestration is used to model interaction of one organization. In service oriented environment three actors are service provider, service requestor and service broker. Many service providers may publish similar services. In such cases functional properties of services are not sufficient to distinguish among these services. In such cases non-functional requirements of user play deciding role with functional properties of the service in service selection. The semantic match is also important role in service selection to minimize failure of service composition. The present service descriptions do not captures this information in the WSDL file. In this scenario client invocation behaviour plays dominant role to minimize failure of service. Generally these services are stored in centralized environment. Due to tremendous growth in web services this centralized approach seems impractical. This motivated distributed environment to store web services. So many people prefer to store service using distributed environment. This environment may be peer to peer environment. Several research efforts have been made to index these web services. The peer to peer indexing uses Chord, CAN Pastry etc. approaches. The architecture of present P2P indexing system is like data lookup system and implement internet scale distributed has table. In peer to peer environment each peer has responsibility to search request of peer and if service is present then provide to the user or transfer query to neighbour peer and so on. In nature insects are using their wonderful sense to search food source. All they are using very good methods for interaction and communication in their society. All they are using path history to get the food. In insect society some insects are advertising the good path for all other insects. Like ant society uses pheromone to advertise good path and bees are selected good patches where good nectar may present. In this paper we have been proposed a bio-inspired algorithm to select best services. In this we also proposed a framework for service discovery which is also bio-inspired. We have also given the method for composition of web services using finite state machine. In this composition we have given the method to compute quality of service attributes values. So many quality of service attributes are proposed by different authors. We have only considered reliability, availability and latency. We have left network related quality of service attributes because they are neither in the control of service provider or the service requestor. We have used web service meta model with QoS as in [5] to use quality of service attributes in web services.
RELATED WORK
Pramodh N. et al. [13] have proposed a combined optimization and ranking mechanism for selecting web service. In their proposed mechanism optimization is done on the basis of ant pheromone deposition process and ranking is done on the basis of the QoS parameter evaluation. QoS parameters selected by the author are locality of reference, execution-time, access-count, availability. Locality of reference parameter is used to find out the most recently accessed service, access-count defines that how many times a service is fetched. Execution time is considered as the time taken by web service to provide service to the user. These parameters update themselves every time a service is executed. Changsheng Zhang et al have presented CASS algorithm for service selection. This algorithm uses clustering related shrinking process to provide direction of movement to the ants. Zongkai YANG et al [14] have presented a combination of Genetic algorithm and Ant Colony algorithm to compose web services in dynamic environment. Sunil R Dhore et al [15] have proposed a semantic composer that finds the optimal length among the all possible composition paths and recommend the best path. They have also proposed a framework using agents to provide negotiation during service composition. They have used divide and conquer methodology for parallel execution of composite web services. Alexander T et al [16] have presented a modified ant colony algorithm to evaluate QoS of web service. Web services are than selected to be composed using the result of the algorithm. Complete phenomenon is divided in to service selection phase, service processing phase, Graph building phase and ACO application phase to provide best output. They presented a bee-inspired optimization method which selects most optimal solution from web service composition. In this method they enhance the searching by using planning graph and matrix of semantic links which helps in getting optimal solution. They have also used QoS parameters and semantic matching of services to evaluate whether the solution is optimal or not. They proposed a method for optimizing to find comprehensive quality for composite service. They have proposed a mathematical model with the help of QoS aggregation model and they have given an enhanced artificial bee colony algorithm (I-ABC). The I-ABC algorithm is based on taboo and chaos pattern and with the of result of some simulation experiment they proved feasibility and effectiveness of their model foe web service composition. They have proposed approximation method which is based on QoS-aware service selection (SSP) and Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC) in which they enhance ABC with greedy search algorithm. In this paper they have given an algorithm for obtaining neighbouring solution and the algorithm are pure online as canonical ABC. They have presented advance ABC technique for local search with more optimality and higher feasibility rate. In this paper they have proposed approximate-mapping and Van-Neumann strategy to get better local search algorithm and improved performance in searching.
OVERVIEW Choreography and Social Insects:
Web service choreography is going to implement workflow of composite web services. This chorography has set of roles which implement a web service. One choreography may have more than one roles and one role may be used by more than one time in [2] , called as DominantRole. This dominant role may play important role in service selection. In this paper, we propose a meta-heuristic search based on dominant role of choreography. Social insect's society works like a distributed system in which each member is very simple. Collectively they represent a complex social structure. Each member works in very discipline manner to meet the objective of their society. All individuals are self organized. They have excellent coordination among themselves. These insects have behaviours like foraging, division of labor, brood sorting, and cooperative transport, neighbourhood search (local search and global search) to provide food for their colonies. In this paper we propose the algorithm based on the searching mechanism of ant and bee.
Ant searching mechanism:
The most of ant species are blind. They are using chemical signature to move or search locations while humans and other species are using visual and acoustic mechanism. These chemical signatures are called pheromones. Some ant species are using trail Pheromone to make path in a ground for searching food. Some ant uses this trail path to search food. These two processes are called as trail lying and trail following phenomena. They are using indirect communication followed by pheromone deposited by other ant. Ant walking from nest to food deposited pheromone and formed a trail. Ant can smell these deposits to select the probabilistic path on the basis of strong smell.
Bee Searching Mechanism:
Bees can search their food up to a very long distance (14km) in multiple directions together to harvest nectar or pollen from the flower patches. A small number of bees constantly search flower patches. They are called scout bees. They are moving in every direction to search probability of food and harvested the food and deposited in hive. If any individual find high profitable food then go to the dance floor in hive and perform ritual dance called as waggle dance. Through this dance scout bees communicated the discovered flower patches to the idle bees; they started to exploit flower patches. The duration of the dance decides the rating of the scout food and more bees are recruited in harvesting of the nectar form the good rated flower patches. Scout bees are working as discovery agent and as a advertiser. Recruiter may also perform waggle dance to recruit more idle bees to exploit flower patches.
Choreography and web services:
Choreography describes the interactions between services. It represents the workflow of the composite service. It consists of set of roles, relations and interactions between two roles. One Role may implement by more than one web services. An interaction takes place between to roles using the relationship. In this relationship one role acts as toRole and other role acts as fromRole. In any choreography more than one task may present and each task t i may be implemented by web service w ij where i is the task index and j is the index of web service.
Web Service and Quality of Service Attributes:
A. DAmbrogio [5] has proposed a meta model of web service, which include quality of services(QoS). They suggested reliability, availability and access control at service level, network related QoS attributes at port level, message related QoS at message level and operation latency and operation demand at operation level. In all these attributes we have used reliability, availability and operation latency as quality of service attributes. Network related attributes are neither in the control of service consumer and service provider. Further these attributes are based on other parameter like reliability is based on time between failure and expected failure; availability is based on expected availability, time to repair and expected failure. Operation latency is dependent on service time and turnaround time. Operation demand is computed from arrival rate of the operation requested by the client. Message QoS is computed from the message encryption quality. Network related QoS is derived from packet loss, bit rate and delay between two packets (jitter). These QoS have provided by service provider during hosting of the service. We have presented a tool which generates a WSDL file with QoS as given in [4] .
Web services descriptions are stored in the form of web service description language (WSDL) file in the registry including functional properties (like input / output / preconditions) are stored. A. DAmbrogio [5] has proposed Q-WSDL meta model . We have also been also proposed to store WSDL details with QoS in the registry.
In service selection quality of service plays important role. We model set of services like node of a graph data structure. One role of choreography is going to implement any one service at one level of a graph and similarly other services are selected. These service selections make a path and decided by the non functional property of the service. As per my proposal this selection has been started form the dominantRole of the choreography and dominant Interaction as proposed [2] . The individual web service selection is dependent on quality of service values of attributes.
Bees Algorithm as in[18]:
1. Find Initial solution with random approach. 2. Apply fitness function to get solution form population 3. Form new population 4. Select area to find the neighbour 5. Determine the patch size and advertise it using waggle Dance. 6. Recruit bees for selected sites and apply fitness function. 
Proposed Methodology
Bee and ant searching algorithms are individually very unique and strong searching algorithms, here we decided to merge theses algorithms to find the best optimal composition. In bee searching algorithm selecting highest optimal patch based on waggle dance number and in ant searching algorithm colony pattern is the basic idea. The combination of both concepts has improved the searching mechanism. Our algorithm is inspired by both ant and bee concept, which is given as follows:
Algorithm Inspired by Ant & Bee:
EXTENDED SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
Service discovery architecture faces difficulty of interoperability between client request and dynamically discovered web services. WSDL files are used to match semantic details like input/output but do not contain details like invocation order of the operation. [6] proposed extended SOA architecture which resolves such kind of issues. They proposed interaction protocol service extension (IPSE) to capture the order of invocation of the client. They created this IPSE using client history. These IPSEs reduce the failure of web service invocation. Similarly we propose using these IPSE we construct protocol which tells about cluster with good IPSE services. We added one numeric number in each IPSE which records the number of the successful invocation of web services and in one cluster the summation of all such numbers represents the cluster usability. We have been decided the good patch (cluster) on the basis of these numbers. We have been proposed a new IPSE which includes successful invocation of web services and named as BIPSE (Bee inspired service extension protocol). Initially the BIPSE is created using WSDL file hosted by service provider on registry with invocation number as zero and order of invocation of operation as given in the file. As client invokes service the order of invocation is refined over a time as given in [9] and number is updated by each successful invocation. We have been proposed a waggledance protocol which stores information about cluster quality. It takes number from all IPSEs present in same cluster and added if number is greater than the total number of web services in that cluster then waggledance protocol stores the difference between these numbers. The clusters are rated on the basis of waggledance protocol and good cluster has more waggledance number than others. [9] Proposed Algorithm :
1. Cluster is selected on the basis of waggledance number 2. The first web service is selected on the basis of dominantRole of the web service choreography and quality of service attributes of the web services. 3. The next service selection is decided by the pheromone concept in ant colony method.
Here pheromone means quality of service attributes. 3.1 If more than one path exits then which have more pheromone that path is selected. 4. Repeat step 3 to get the destination. 
Bio Inspired Formal Model of Web Service with QoS Attributes:
We have modelled web service as a finite state machine which describes correct execution of web service. It consists of a tuple (∑,s0,sf, ∆,F) ∑: ∑ A *∑ q* ∑ BIPSE where ∑ A is set of activities , ∑ q is set of quality attributes of web services and ∑ BIPSE is store invocation order and number of successful invocations.
∑ A (o1,o2…on) and ∑ q (rel,avl,c,lat) where oi is ith operation and rel, avl, c and lat are reliability, availability , cost and latency respectively. ∑ BIPSE (BIPSE-Bee inspired protocol service extension o1.o2.o3.on, n) where oi is the ith operation and chain represents order of invocation and n is the total number of successful invocation. so is initial state and sf final state F: is set of final state ∆:S*∑ S It takes set of input operations and quality of service attributes from one state and after transition transfers to other state. It returns a new state after accepting input operations, quality of service and bee inspired protocol service extension which client history of invocation order and number of successful invocation.
DominantRole:
It is a role of a web service choreography which appears maximum number of times in the interaction as proposed in [2] .Role captures the abstract behaviour of a web service. One role may implement many services which have same functionality. The dominantRole decides the source web service selection. In many cases it will be same as target web service defined in [8] . They are defined target web service is a service invoked by client.
Web Service Selection:
Waggledance protocol and DominantRole are decided the target cluster in which first web service is selected based on BIPSE. The next service selection is decided by the next web service invocation. So many web services may available for this invocation. This is decided by the quality of service attributes of individual web service provided by the service provider which is refined over a period of time. In this graph we are demonstrating the relationship between the services and their successful invocations. In the distributed environment these services are hosted in different registry domains. Several architectures [9, 11] have been proposed to organize these services in the form of cluster. Our proposal is based on the fact that history of successful invocation may help for the next time s service selection. As per our proposal we are showing in the good patches which are based on the waggle number as in the case of bees searching mechanism. As we have shown in the graph some services may overlap in the different cluster .In this graph double circle is representing the patch having highest waggle number.
Formal Model For Quality of Service of Web Service Composition:
We have considered reliability, availability and latency quality service attributes. Several research efforts have considered similar rule for service composition. We have considered in composition the reliability of composite web service is product of reliabilities of individual web service reliabilities. The availability of composite web service is also product of availabilities of individual web service availability. The latency of composite web service is summation of latency values of individual web services. The rules are summarizes as below. We are giving rules of web service composition. The finite state machine consists of tuple , F=(O,L,S,Q,ƛ, α) . Where O is set of operations, L is set of constrains, S is set of states, Q is set of quality of service attributes , ƛ is transition function from one state to another state and α is transition function which captures quality of service attributes. The composition rule is giving below.
F1=(O1,L1,S1,Q1,ƛ1, α1) and F2=(O2,L2,S2,Q2,ƛ2, α2) are two web services FSMs and resultant finite state machine is giving below.
F=(O,L,S,Q,ƛ, α) L=L1*L2 O=O1*O2 S=S1*S2 Given set of constraints c={(O,i1….in): O is connected to i1,…..in} ƛ ={(A1,A2,S1,S2,B1,B2)ϵ ƛ ˅ : O is connected to (O,i1….in) ϵ (O ϵ B1UB2 if and only if ij ϵ A1UA2 for all j) } Where A1 and A2 are subset of L1 and L2 respectively and B1 and B2 are subset of O1 and O2. α ˭α1. α2 ={q|qϵ α qr=qr1*qr2 and qa=qa1*qa2 and ql=ql1+ql2 } α ˭α1|| α2 ={q|qϵ α qr=min(qr1,qr2) and qa=min(qa1,qa2) and ql=ql1+ql2 } α ˭α1loop α2 ={q|qϵ α qr=qr1* or *qr2 and qa=qa1orqa2 and ql=ql1+ql2 }
In above expression qr,qa and ql are reliability, availability and latency quality of service attributes.
We have added the frequency of same invocation order and record the new invocation order with frequency one in all composition operators.
Role Model of Choreography:
In this model, we have recorded the quality of service attributes and invocation order with their frequency of usage by the users of a particular services. In this model one or more service may use same invocation order or one service may use different invocation order with different usage frequencies. In this model I have taken role name , Ai is used for role index, Li is used for set of variables, Oi is used for set of operations, Mi is used for set of messages and BIPSEi is used to record the invocation order for a service with service references and their usage frequencies . RoleName = (Ai;Li;Oi;Mi;BIPSEi)
A model to discover web services using meta heuristic technique in distributed environments:
The following discovery architecture consists of clusters which are in Peer to peer environment. These clusters are stored web service registries. The registry contains information about web service functional as well as non-functional features using the web service description language with Quality of service attributes (WSDL-Q as given in [5] ). This registry also contains client behaviour using bees concept which we called as BIPSE (Bee inspired service extension protocol). Each cluster contains waggledance protocol which advertises cluster rating as in the case of bees advertise the effective patches. They are updated using client feedback as ants are leaving pheromone during searching of food. The other ant follow same path using the pheromone deposited by the scout ant In our case these Pheromone is successful invocation of web services and updated by the client in the registry Registry peer contains the communication module, query processing module, match maker, QoS support module and service management module as given in [7] . The communication module acts as carrier of information and interacts with other registry peer, users, service provider and trusted domain. This module receives information regarding service advertisement and QoS data using WSDL-Q file provided by the service provider as in [5] and feedback using BIPSE protocol. It also provides interface to interact with other registry peers to forward query and exchange of service advertisement. The query processing module evaluate web service invocation matching based on input/output parameters and functionality of service and QoS range specified by the role as role QoS as in [3] . If the service QoS is with in range and their semantic details are matched by match maker module. This matching we have proposed on the basis of BIPSE(Bee inspired service extension protocol ). The list of selected services is ranked on the basis of their QoS values and one service is selected on the basis of our proposed service selection algorithm.
Mapping of Web Service Based on Semantic Description & Quality of Service Advertisement to Peer Registries:
Example:
We are demonstrating our proposal using an example of travel plan. This travel plan consists of TravelAgent choreography which acts as root choreography and four other sub choreographies FlightReservation, TrainReservation, RoadTransport, Accomodation and Payment as given below. In this example Train is dominantRole and Accomodation is dominantChoreography as proposed in [3] . These choreographies have roles TravelAgent, Train, Hotel, Bus, AirBus and Limbo. Each role contains role name, set of operations, set of message, set of web services successfully implemented this roe and quality of service attributes. We have considered only reliability, availability and latency QoS. We have proposed method for QoS computation of a role based on QoS of competing web service in [3] . We have considered QoS as range in [3] . Similarly we considered web services have a name, set of operations, set of messages and quality of service attributes of the web service like latency, reliability and availability.
QoS of Role References:
C1 := Customer1(O1,BIPSE1) O1:= {getT ravelItinerary1,queryFlight1,queryTrain1 BIPSE1=<qF,sF ,sR,qT,sTqR,gT,rP,cP,10> O1={queryF1, selectF1 , selectR1,queryT1,selectT1 ,queryR1,getTravelI1 ,requestP1,;confirmP1} OQ1:= {20;30;40;10;40;60;20;50;30} Rel1= (100;300) Avl1:= (100;300) C2 := Customer1(O2,BIPSE2) O2:= {getT ravelItinerary1,queryFlight1,queryTrain1
,queryRoad1,queryPayment1} OQ2:= {20;70;40;50;10} Rel2= (150;200) Avl2= (100;400) BIPSE2=<gT,qP ,qT,qR,qF,30> T2:= TravelAgent(O2,BIPSE2) This stores the order of invocation of operations and number of successful invocation. In this 20 is number of successful invocation. Initially the order of invocation of operations is same as in the WSDL file but it refines over a period of time. BIPSE2=<sR,qT, qF,sF ,sT,qR,gT,rP,cP,20> O2={queryF1, selectF1 , selectR1,queryT1,selectT1 ,queryR1,getTravelI1 ,requestP1,;confirmP1} OQ2:= {20;30;40;10;40;60;20;50;30} Rel2= (100;300) Avl2:= (100;300) A1= AirLine(O1, BIPSE1) O1 = {queryF1 ; selectF 1 ;confirmF1 ;queryH1 ;reserveR1; cofirmR1} OQ1 = {20;30;40;50;30;40} Rel1= (100;300) Avl1= (100;300) BIPSE1={qF ; sF ;cF ;qH ;rR; cR,20} H1= Hotel(V1,M1,O1, BIPSE1) O1= {queryR1,reserveR1,confirmR1} OQ1={20;30;10} Rel1= (150;400) Avl1= (200;600) BIPSE1={qR,rR,cR,30} Tr1 = Train(V1 ;M1 ;O1 , BIPSE1) O1= {queryT1 ;reserveT1 ;queryH1 ;reserveR1;cofirmR1} OQ1= {40;50;10;20;30} Rel1= (100;500) Avl1= (200;500) BIPSE1={qT ;rT ;qH ;rR;cR,50} B1 = Bus(V 1 ;M1 ;O1, BIPSE1) O1 = {queryB1 ;reserveB1 ;queryH1 ;reserveR1;cofirmR1} OQ1 = {40;50;30;80;90} Rel1= (500;700) Avl1= (200;600) BIPSE1={qB ;rB ;qH ;rR;cR,60} L1 = Limbo(V1,M1,O1, BIPSE1) O1= {queryL1 ;reserveL1;confirmL1;queryH1 ;reserveR 1; cofirmR1} OQ1 = {20;30;40;10;40;60} Rel1= (100;300) Avl1= (100;400) BIPSE1== {qL ;rL;cL;qH ;rR; cR,40} BIPSE={<B1, {qB ;rB ;qH ;rR;cR,60}>,<B2, { qH ;rR;cR, qB ;rB ;40}>} Limbo7 = (A7;L7;O7;M7;BIPSE1,BIPSE2) O7 = {queryL;reserveL;queryH;reserveR;cofirmR} OQ7 = {< 20; 20 >;< 30; 30 >;< 40; 50 >;< 10; 20 >;< 30;40 >;< 40;50 >} RF7 = {L1;L2} Rel7 = (100;300) Avl7 = (100;400) RQ7 := (Rel7;Avl7;OQ7) BIPSE={<L1, {qL ;rL;cL;qH ;rR; cR,40}>,<L2, { qH ;rR; cR, qL ;rL;cL;60}>} V isa8 = (A8;L8;O8;M8;BIPSE) O8 = {requestP;payment} OQ8 = {< 10;20 >;< 20;30 >} RF8 = {V 1;V 2} Rel8 = (100;300) Avl8 = (100;400) RQ8 = (Rel8;Avl8;OQ8) BIPSE={<V1,V2 {rP ;pA ,30}> Master9 = (A9;L9;O9;M9;BIPSE) O9 = {requestP;payment} OQ9 = {< 10;50 >;< 20;70 >} RF9 = {M1;M2} Rel9 = (150;300) Avl9 = (100;700) RQ9 := (Rel9;Avl9;OQ9) BIPSE={<M1,M2 {rP ;pA ,100}>}
In this example we have taken different web services for different roles. We are using 5 roles to demonstrate our example with 10 different web services. In our model 'wi' indicate web service name, 'r name' indicate role name, 'opr' for set of operation, 'BIPSE i' Bee inspired service extension protocol where 'i' is for different web service (i = 1......no. of web services). We have taken 7 web service choreographies related to travel domain, Travel agents (TA), Train reservation (TR), Flight Reservation (FR), Road Transport (RT), Hotel Reservation (HR), Accommodation (AC), and Payment (PC). Each choreography is a group of one or more web services. web service qT(query train), rB(reserve birth) are in TR, qF(query flight), rF(reserve flight) are in FR, qB(query bus), qL(query limbo), rB(reserve bus), rL( reserve limbo) are in RT, gAF(get availability flight), Here we have taken 4 clusters, each cluster consist of different web services of similar domain. Cluster 1 is having waggle dance (WD) number 145 as counted by total number of successful invocation of services within cluster 1. Waggle dance number of cluster 2, 3 and 4 is 88, 155, and 6 respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed bio-inspired service selection algorithm for a given web service choreography. In this selection algorithm we have proposed new search algorithm. This is based on natural selection. We have used ant and bees searching algorithm together. We have used bees algorithm for finding good (patches) clusters.. Ant algorithm is used for finding good services within a cluster on the basis of their QoS parameters as ant user for finding their paths using the pheromones for the service selection. In this strategy we are using dominant role concept of the choreography to start our service selection.
We try to find new service selection techniques which will include new QoS parameters like Geographical Affinity and also based on usage behaviour of the web services.
